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Your Areas of Interest
üQuick, generic strategies/ 
organizers/worksheets that can     
be applied to any lesson.

üIdeas for how to create stuff that 
“looks the same” for everyone (so  
it doesn’t look like they’re getting 
anything simpler), but meeting 
testing standard
üIdeas for how to bridge a wide 
range of ability, from low literacy   
to AP level, in one class.
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Today’s Approach
• We are more likely to

mimic that which has 
been explicitly modeled.

• Examples and experiences
equip us to transfer ideas 
and strategies to their own 
classrooms.
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Agenda/Outcomes
qGetting on the Same Page
qHigh-Leverage Strategy 1
qHigh-Leverage Strategies 2&3
qHigh-Leverage Strategies 4&5
qHints for Implementation

q*We will weave in time for discussion about how 
these strategies might be used/adapted to your 
classrooms. 

Differentiation IS…
Making sure all 

students get what 
they need to 
succeed and 

grow… even if that 
means different 

students get 
different work

Tailoring 
instruction to meet 

the varying 
learning needs of a 

diverse student 
body.

Making sure each 
student takes his or 

her appropriate 
“next step.”
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Assessment: Students were given 3 word problems and asked to     
set up and solve each.

Evidence (Sorted into “Pa4erns”)
Pa4ern 1: “Got it” (set-up and solved all 3 correctly)                             
Pa4ern 2: “Made Some Errors” (in either set-up or in solving)   
Pa4ern 3: “Made Many Errors” (in set-up and solving)

*Adapted from Wiliam (2011). Embedded Formative Assessment

Task  for Pattern 1
You solved all of these       
equations correctly.     
Now make up 3 equations 
for others to solve: 1 that 
is harder than those you 
just solved, 1 that is at 
about the same level,   
and 1 that is easier. 

Task for Pattern 2
[This #] of the 
equations that you 
solved are incorrect. 
Find the incorrect 
solutions and fix   
them

Task for Pattern 3
The highlighted 
portions of each 
equation show where 
you made errors. 
Determine what those 
errors were & fix 
them.

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

Responding to Evidence from Assessment

Strategy 1: My Favorite “No”

https://www.teachingchann
el.org/videos/class-warm-

up-routine

No
What does this teacher do 
to check for individual 
understanding?

Does her approach yield 
usable results?

What techniques will you 
“borrow”?  What 
techniques do you 
question?

© 2016 DOUBET & HOCKETT



My Favorite “No!”NO! NO!

§ Teacher poses an opening ques0on (OR an exit ques0on from 
the previous day OR student responses posted to a discussion 
board the night before, etc. )

§ Teacher chooses a common and cri0cal error in student work 
to highlight

§ Teacher rewrites the response/error (in her own handwri0ng) 
and explains to students that it’s her “Favorite No” because 1) 
it highlights a key learning point that many students confuse, 
and 2) it features some “good math” along with the mistake

§ The teacher leads the class in discussion of what’s been done 
correctly in the problem, and then moves to an error analysis

§ All students complete a similar problem to show that they can 
avoid the mistake, or “favorite no,” in their future work.

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018 Strategy by Leah Alcala

Language:  Similar procedure to math, but focus on a common error 
in grammar, spelling, punctuation, structure, etc.
Reading:  Listen to students (or recordings of students) discussing a 
text in small groups.  Focus on a misconception that arises about the 
characters, plot, conflict, etc.
History:  Focus on a common misconception revealed by student 
responses to a prompt about a cause and effect relationship.
Science:  Focus on a common misconception revealed by student 
responses to a prompt about the variables in an experiment.
Physcial Education:  Watch students performing an exercise. Focus 
on a required correction in posture, technique, etc.
Arts:  Observe students utilizing a certain technique. Focus on an 
aspect of the technique that needs sharpening.

“Favorite No” in other Subjects

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018

What if they are in different places…?

© 2016 DOUBET & HOCKETT

My Favorite “No-s”
ØForm small groups according to the patterns of 
common errors students are making
ØGive them a sample of student work to examine, 
evaluate, and correct
ØProvide a way of each group checking their 
accuracy (answer key, a recording – audio or visual)
ØAsk each individual student to solve a new 
problem or problems (to make sure they can 
correct their errors independently)

DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018



Readiness
Where a student is in his 
or her grasp of learning 
goals at a certain point     

in time

Interest
Passions, affinities, 

kinships that motivate 
learning

Learning Profile
How a student prefers or 

seems to learn best

Teachers can differentiate by adjusting

Tomlinson, 2014

according to pa:erns in student 

Content
The “stuff” that 

students grapple with to 
reach the learning goals

Process
How students take in and 

make sense of the 
content

Product
How students show 

their knowledge, 
understanding, and skill

Differentiation

is a teacher’s proactive response to learner needs

and guided by general principles of differentiation

Building Classroom 
Community

High-Quality 
Curriculum

Ongoing 
Assessment

Flexible Grouping 
& Management

Teaching Up thru 
Respectful Tasks

shaped by mindset

using a variety of strategies.
14

• What are my feelings and 
thoughts about interactions? 
Where do they come from?

• How would other people I 
know feel about interacting? 

• What problems or 
challenges do I see with 
regard to interactions? 

• Why/when might I choose 
NOT to let student interact

• What benefits are gained 
by/from interacting? For 
whom?

• How does attention to 
interactions support my 
current practices?

• What exactly is Interaction? 
What are the kinds of 
Interactions?  Assumptions 
about Interactions?

• What questions do I still have 
about Interactions?

• Where am I now with 
regard to understanding
Digital Interactions? 

• What specific steps would I 
need to take in order to be 
able to better understand 
Digital Interactions? 

• What might make my
classroom Interactions
more powerful/effective?

• How could I best use more
Interactions?

Low Battery
Take a few minutes to record your 
reflec4ons on this video.  Please do so 
next in the spot next to your name on 
the graphic organizer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-xk7YunVhc&feature=youtu.be

Think Dot Directions
1. Roll the die to discover the “dot” or                          

number for which you’ll be responsible
2. On the Graphic Organizer, write the person’s name 

next to the “dot” for which they’ll be responsible
3. If someone in your group “re-rolls” a number, they 

must keep rolling until they get a new number
4. Watch the video through the “viewing lens” you 

rolled.
5. After the video share your responses in numerical 

order; group mates take notes on others’ thoughts.

This is a video about Interactions.



Red Hat

What are my feelings and 
thoughts about ____? How

would other people feel 
about ______? Why? 

Black Hat
What problems do I see with 

_______? Why might I 
choose not to ________? 

Yellow Hat
What good things can come  
from ________? What are 

some things that make 
_______helpful? 

White Hat
What exactly is ________?

What are the parts of 
_______? What questions 

do I still have about 
__________? 

Blue Hat

What is the whole “point” of 
_______? What can I (or we) 

do in order to better 
understand __________? 

Green Hat

What are some new ways to 
think about _________? 

What might make _________ 
more exciting/useful? 

Six Thinking Hats (deBono, 1999)
Possible Applications: Story analysis (e.g., theme); mathematical processes (e.g., classifying 
shapes); historical events (e.g., the Boston Tea Party); scientific issues (e.g., recycling).

From Doubet & Hockett (2017) 
Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: Strategies to Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.

Solve this problem. What 

was easy about it?                

Not so easy?

Create and solve a problem 

similar to this problem.

What’s one question 

someone should ask him- or 

herself when he or she first 

looks at this problem?

What’s a mistake someone 

might make in trying to 

solve this problem?          

Why might he or she make                     

that mistake?

What mathematical   

concepts or terms/ 

vocabulary does this problem 

show? Be specific!

Write a set of directions that 

tells someone who joined our 

class today how to solve this 

problem. 

Equations
• The teacher can write one problem on the board for everyone to use (undifferentiated).

• The teacher can give a different problem to each small group or write different problems on the 

back side of each card, differentiated for each group (should use formative assessment evidence 

to decide on different problems).

• Can be used for sense making after the introduction of a new concept or problem type, as a 

review, or as part of a homework check.

From Doubet & Hockett (2015 and 2017) 

Differentiation in Middle and High School/Elementary Grades: Strategies to Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Language Arts: Word Choice
Directions: Each side of your die represents an overused word that 

needs to be spiced up. After you have rolled your word, use the dictionary 
and thesaurus (hard copy or electronic) to locate more descriptive 
synonyms. After you’ve recorded your ideas, rank the synonyms in order 
from what you believe is least to greatest amount of “spice.” 

Say/Said Go/Went Nice

Mean Happy Angry

From Doubet & Hockett (2017) 
Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: Strategies to Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.



Explain

Explain your current 
position on this issue. 

Include the why behind 
your thinking.

Interpret

What is this issue like? 
What can it be 

compared to, or what 
does it remind you of?

Apply

How does this issue 
affect or relate to 

your everyday life?

Have Perspective 

What are the main “pro” 
and “con” arguments 

around this issue? 

Empathize 
What experiences 

might someone who 
sees this issue 

differently from you 
have had?

Self-Reflect 

How could personal 
experience affect how 

you view this issue? 

Thinking About a Current Issue (Tier 1) 

From Doubet & Hockett (2015) 
Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to Engage All Learners. ASCD.

Explain

How or why did this issue 
“come about”—and why 

is that important to 
understand?

Interpret

Show the meaning or 
importance of your 

position on this issue 
through an analogy or 

revealing story. 

Apply

What are the practical 
implications of this 

issue? 

Have Perspective 
Discuss this issue from the 

point-of-view of some of the 
kinds of people who might 

disagree with you on it. 
What would their main 

points be?

Empathize 

What would it feel like to      
be someone who might be 

affected negatively if 
everyone agreed with your 

position on this issue?

Self-Reflect 
What don’t you 

understand about this 
issue? What would you 
need to do in order to 
understand it better?

Thinking About a Current Issue (Tier 2) 

From Doubet & Hockett (2015) 
Differentiation in Middle and High School: Strategies to Engage All Learners. ASCD.

When could using this 
word help someone? 
When could using this 
word get someone into 
trouble?

Use this word correctly in 
a brief dialogue between 
two characters in a book 
or movie of your choice. 

An car company wants to use 
this word as the name for its 
newest car. They’ve asked you 
to design the car. If this word 
were a car, what would it look 
like? Draw a picture and be 
ready to explain why you drew 
what you did.

Sketch a collection of three 
images that represent this 
word. Your images should 
represent what the word 
literally means and what it 
suggests or hints. 

Act out what you would 
do for this word in a game 
of charades. Then explain 
why you did what you did.

Think of this word as a 
color, a sound, a texture, 
and a taste or smell. Use 
your above responses to 
compose a vivid, 
paragraph-long word 
description.

Word Study (More Accessible)

Doubet & Hockett (2017) Differentiation in the Elementary Grades. ASCD.

In your opinion, is this 
word a “good” word or a 
“bad” word? Put another 
way, is this word useful? 
Does it do a job that no 
other word can do? 

What word is this word’s 
“soulmate”? What word is 
this word’s “worst enemy”? 
Provide a rationale for your 
choices. 

Decide which of the following 
people would be most likely to 
use (or consider using) this 
word:

--A children’s book author
--A musician
--The U.S. president

Examine the picture 
provided. Come up with 
ways to describe this 
picture using your word. 
(You can use variations on 
your word, such as 
beautiful for beautifully).

Create a concrete poem 
using this word as the 
poem’s subject. 

Mark Twain said, "The 
difference between the right 
word and the almost right word 
is the difference between 
lightning and a lightning bug.” 
When would this word be the 
“almost right” word and when 
would it be the “right” word?

Word Study (More Advanced)

Doubet & Hockett (2017) Differentiation in the Elementary Grades. ASCD.



Opinion
In your own words, what is
this author’s overall 
opinion? How do you know?

Reasons
How much sense do the 
author’s reasons make? What 
problems in the author’s 
thinking do you see? Why are 
those problems?

Purpose
Why did the author write this 
opinion? What is the author 
hoping will or won’t happen?

Details and Examples
Does the author give enough 
details and examples to 
support the reasons for his or 
her opinion? Are the details 
and examples connected to 
the reasons? Why do you say 
so?

Believability
What is the author’s job in real 
life? (It’s OK to do a search!) 
Does that job make sense with 
the topic? Does it make the 
author easier to believe or 
harder to believe?

Persuasiveness
How persuasive or convincing 
is the author’s opinion? What 
strategies does he or she use 
to persuade the reader? Do 
they work?

Analyzing an Opinion (More Advanced)

Doubet & Hockett (2017) Differentiation in the Elementary Grades. ASCD.

Opinion
What does this author 
believe about [topic 
provided]? Why do you 
think so?

Reasons
What reasons does the author
give to support what he or she 
believes? Do these reasons 
make sense to you? Why or 
why not?

Purpose
What does the author hope 
that you--the reader--will 
think or do? Why do you say 
so?

Details and Examples
What details and examples
does the author give to 
explain his or her reasons?
Do those details and 
examples explain his or her 
reasons? 

Believability
Can you believe what this 
author is saying? Why or why 
not? 

Persuasiveness
Do you agree or disagree with 
the author? Explain why or 
why not. (It’s OK to be 
unsure.)

Analyzing an Opinion (More Accessible)

Doubet & Hockett (2017) Differentiation in the Elementary Grades. ASCD.

Central Idea
What’s the most important 
idea in the whole article? 
What does the writer want 
the reader to “get,” no 
matter what? Why do you 
say so?

Structure/Organization
How does the writer organize 
information in this article? 
How can you tell?

Text Features
What text features does this 
article have? Which ones are 
the most helpful to the reader? 
How are they helpful?

Of Interest
What is the most interesting 
fact or piece of information 
in this article? Why do you 
say so?

Picture This
How do the pictures and 
words in this article “work 
together” to give the reader 
information? What’s more 
important in this article: the 
words or the pictures?

Questions
What questions doesn’t this 
article answer? Where might 
you find answers to those 
questions?

Reading a Nonfiction Article (More Advanced)

Doubet & Hockett (2017) Differentiation in the Elementary Grades. ASCD.

Central Idea
What is this article about, 
overall? What’s the main 
topic or central idea? How 
do you know?

Structure/Organization
What does the writer write 
about first? Next? After that? 
Does this order make sense 
to you? Why or why not?

Text Features
The writer uses these text 
features: __________[listed]. 
Do these make the article 
easier or harder to follow? Why 
do you say so? 

Of Interest
What is the most interesting 
fact or piece of information 
in this article? Why do you 
say so?

Picture This
What information do the 
pictures in this article give 
that the words don’t? What 
information do the words 
give that the pictures don’t?

Questions
Write one to three questions 
you have after reading this 
article. Where could you find 
answers to those questions?

Reading a Nonfiction Article (More Accessible)

Doubet & Hockett (2017) Differentiation in the Elementary Grades. ASCD



• A VERSATILE INTERACTIVE STRATEGY FOR 
ENGAGING STUDENTS IN SMALL-GROUP 
DISCUSSION AND SENSE-MAKING. 

• THEY CAN ALSO BE DIFFERENTIATED 
(DIFFERENT LEVELS OF QUESTIONS)

ThinkDots

How might you use 
this strategy with your 

students?

Remember….
…like My Favorite “No,” 
ThinkDots is best introduced 
full class with everyone 
working on the same content 
before using it in a 
differentiated fashion. This 
helps students learn the 
routines AND it keeps them 
from “noticing” – or even 
caring – if you use different 
versions the next time.

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 31

Now…
Think back to the 
video.  What’s the 
most important 
thing you’ll take 
away from the 
video’s content OR 
from the discussion 
that ensued?

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 32

1. Make a claim and explain your 
rationale. Say what you think, and why.

The most powerful/important 
take-away is ______________
Because: _________________ 
[explain the idea’s virtues]

2. Add or supporting evidence for the 
claim. Read your peer’s claim. In this box, 
add something that would support that 
claim or make it stronger.

Give more reasons to support Box 1.

3. Make a counter-claim or provide 
evidence that challenges the claim. In this 
box, make a claim or provide evidence that 
argues against what is written in boxes 1 
and 2.

Respectfully disagree with Box 1-2:

I see your point, but __________

Have you considered __________ ?

4. Add your “two cents.” Read what is 
written in the three boxes. Add your 
opinion and your reasoning in this box.

Bring this discussion to a close in the way 
YOU want to.

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 33



1. Make a claim and explain your 
rationale. Say what you think, and why.

The most powerful/important 
take-away is ______________
Because: _________________ 
[explain the idea’s virtues]

2. Add or supporting evidence for the 
claim. Read your peer’s claim. In this box, 
add something that would support that 
claim or make it stronger.

Give more reasons to support Box 1.

3. Make a counter-claim or provide 
evidence that challenges the claim. In this 
box, make a claim or provide evidence that 
argues against what is written in boxes 1 
and 2.

Respectfully disagree with Box 1-2:

I see your point, but __________

Have you considered __________ ?

4. Add your “two cents.” Read what is 
written in the three boxes. Add your 
opinion and your reasoning in this box.

Bring this discussion to a close in the way 
YOU want to.
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Prompts for DTC… etc.!!
Validating or Extending

(Box 2)
Probing or Challenging

(Box 3)
Summarizing or Closing

(Box 4)

• “You made a good 
point when you 
said…”

• “Am I correct in 
understanding 
that…?”

• “I like that idea. In 
addition, ….”

• “I hadn’t considered 
that… It makes me 
wonder…”

• “While… may be true, it’s 
also important to 
consider…”

• “I see what you’re saying, 
but I also think/wonder…”

• “I understand that…On the 
other hand….”

• “What about this idea…?”
• “How does that mesh 

with…?”
• “Some people might say…”

• “It seems like we agree 
that…but that we 
disagree that…”

• “I/we need to better 
understand…”

• “A next step might be…”
• The bottom line seems 

to be…”
• “Taking all perspectives 

into consideration...”

From Doubet & Hockett, “Classroom Discourse AS Civil Discourse:  Instructional Strategies that Cultivate 
Civility.” Mansucript submitted to Educational Leadership.

1. Say what you think and WHY.

“The biggest problem is… Here’s why:”

2. Add evidence to make the position in 
Box 1 stronger, even if you don’t 
agree.

“Another reason this is a big problem is…”
OR

“That’s also true because...”

3.  Offer a possible solution to the 
problem discussed in Box 1 and Box 2.

“One strategy for overcoming this problem 
might be…”  

4. Make a comment about the solution in 
Box 3 OR offer another solution.

“This solution would work well because…”
OR

“Another solution might be…”

Debate Team Carousel: Problem-Solution

37Doubet & Hockett (2015) Differentiation in Middle and High School. ASCD



38Doubet & Hockett (2015) Differentiation in Middle and High School. ASCD 39Doubet & Hockett (2015) Differentiation in Middle and High School. ASCD

Debate Team Carousel
ASKS STUDENTS TO ENGAGE IN THE PROCESS 
OF CLAIM/COUNTER CLAIM WITH EVIDENCE 
(INCLUDING TEXTUAL SUPPORT); ALL 
STUDENTS BOTH “ TALK” AND “LISTEN”

When and how might 
you use this strategy? 

How might you 
differentiate it?

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 40

• You’ll form groups according to the color of                   
your card. 

• Meet in the corresponding area of the room.
• Stay standing when you get there!

Front of the room

Blue Pink

Purple
Orange Green

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT

Tea Party



Tea Party 
•You’ll have 30-45 seconds to share                  
what’s on your cards and make               
predictions, ask questions, etc.
•When time is called, pair up with a new          
group member (same-colored card) and repeat 
the process until notified.
•Make sure you reference the previous card(s) 
you’ve seen in each new grouping/discussion
•Return to your table when time is called.

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 42

Tea Party: We Think… 
As a small group, write a brief               
“We think” statement that 
predicts what the article might be 
about and why.
“We think this article is about…   

because…

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 43

Read the Article
As you read, use these Logographic Cues:
◦� = I saw that on the Tea Party cards!
◦� = Important information/statistic/quote
◦? = Debatable or Questionable idea
◦! =  Interesting... I want to explore this   
◦ further

A/er you read:
• Go back and underline the phrases from the colored 

cards (where you made your �s). 
• What did you predicted correctly?  What surprised 

you?
• Be ready to discuss with your group.

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 44

Discussion:
Connections: What connections do you draw 
between this text and your own life or learning?

àß Challenge: What ideas, positions, or assumptions do 
you want to challenge or argue with in the text?

Ο Concepts: What key concepts or ideas do you think 
are important and worth holding onto from the text?

Δ Changes: What changes in attitudes, thinking, or 
action are suggested or reflected by the text, for 
teachers?

Making Thinking Visible (2011), Ritchhart, Church, and Morrison 

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT



LOGOGRAPHIC CUES
A STRATEGY DEVELOPED BY KYLENE BEERS (2002) IN 
WHICH STUDENTS COME UP WITH VISUAL SYMBOLS,  
OR LOGOGRAPHS, TO SERVE AS SIGNPOSTS IN THEIR 
READING THAT ALERT THEM TO IMPORTANT ASPECTS 
OF THE TEXT OR NARRATIVE.

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 46

Would you use it? 
When? How?

A STRATEGY THAT INVITES STUDENTS TO 
ENGAGE WITH OR STUDY SMALL PIECES OF A 
TEXT THEY’LL BE READING TO BUILD 
INTEREST IN WITH AND MAKE PREDICTIONS 
ABOUT THE TEXT (BEERS, 2002)

Tea Party (a.k.a. Puzzle Pieces)

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT 47

Would you use it? 
When? How?

A differen'ated
classroom is first 

an interac've
classroom.

© 2016 BY DOUBET & HOCKETT

Strategies for Helping Students 
Interact Productively



From the classroom of Jack Stephenson, Evanston Township High School (IL)

Each student 
creates a 
nameplate 
on a index 
card. 

They come 
in each day 
and find out 
where they 
are sitting.

So HOW would you logistically group 
students each day?  One Approach: Amelia Worthington – Louisville, KY

Colored Orbs hang over 
groups of desks to enable 
the teacher to group her HS 
students easily.  

She often hands them the 
correct color popsicle stick 
when they enter to send 
them to their groups.

They record answers on the 
white board using 
corresponding colored 
markers

She can also call on groups 
randomly using the colored 
popsicle sticksl

Index Cards with color-coded names –
Taped or in Clear Photo Frames

Flexible 
Grouping 

made 
manageable at 
Mamaroneck 
High School in 

New York
Photo Cred: Jessica Hockett

How do I get my Groups to 
Produce Quality Work?
qDetailed task cards/recordings/screens

qSomething PRODUCED in group

qInterdependence/accountability

qSelf-Check rubrics/grading criteria

qBetween group peer checking

qSomething to move to when we’re finished         
(so there’s not incentive to rush)

qSystem for asking for and receiving help
DOUBET & HOCKETT - ASCD - 2015



Getting Help During Group 
Work

QUESTION CHIPS

Rules for Using Question Chips

1. Each student or group gets a certain number of chips (e.g., 3)

2. 1 chip = 1 opportunity to ask the teacher a question; when you’re out, you’re out!

3. During group or independent work, students must decide if they need the 
teacher to answer their question.  If they can figure it out together or ask another 
student/group for help, they should “reserve” their chip for a situation that 
seems more “urgent.”

Judy Rex

From: Doubet & Hockett (March 2015) Strategies for Differentiation in Middle and High School. ASCD.DOUBET & HOCKETT - ASCD - 2015

Green = We’re good to go!

Yellow = We need you over 
here, but we can continue 
working!

Red = S.O.S. We need you 
here right now, and we’ve 
stopped working!

Upside down during task

Right-side up when finished

COLORED CUPS FOR MANAGING GROUPS
You can post a sign like this in the room to teach students how to use the system.

Place cups on desks prior to the start of the period to “signal” students that they will be doing group work.

DOUBET & HOCKETT - ASCD - 2015 DOUBET & HOCKETT © 2018



Bouncyballs.org (Google 
Chrome)

TALKING CHIPS
Each student gets a certain number of chips (e.g., 3)

1 chip = 1 turn (to talk, to contribute, to write)

The group leader or teacher monitors the discussion or 
task and redistributes chips according to predetermined 
rules or guidelines.

Rules for Group Discussion

1. One person speaks at a time.

2. Surrender a chip at the beginning of your turn. You lose a chip if you speak 
out of turn.

3. Address other discussion members directly--not in the third person (e.g., 
“Rob, I respectfully disagree with your point,” not “I don’t agree with what 
Rob said.”)

4. Tangents are okay, but begin by making a connection to the current focus 
of the discussion, or to an earlier focus.

What’s Your Plan?

◦1 idea I’ll implement soon:
◦1 idea I’ll consider/adapt for later:
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